Businesses everywhere face complex challenges that can be difficult to explain. Often, the problem may take more time to analyze and understand than solve. When confronting such challenges, developers want to dedicate their time to coding a solution, not writing UIs from scratch. With the help of Syncfusion UI components, line-of-business developers can put together stunning interfaces in a fraction of the time, allowing them to work on what really matters: business logic.

The Challenge

When tasked with simulating business logic problems for educational purposes, developer Mohamed Moussa, Ph.D., needed to write an application that displayed information in diagrams and charts. Rather than spend a majority of development time coding the front end, Moussa looked for a component vendor that offered a variety of well-made user interface controls.

The Solution

After finding Syncfusion online, Moussa began using the Windows Forms toolkit, specifically the diagram, chart, and user interface controls. The extensive customization options available in the controls allowed him to quickly create high-quality interfaces so more time could be spent concentrating on the business logic. When problems occurred, Moussa submitted incidents to the Syncfusion technical support team, and always received helpful responses within a couple of business days.

Compared to the time necessary to write the diagrams, charts, and other controls from scratch, Moussa was able to shorten his development time by 60%, thanks to the rich-featured user interface components provided by Syncfusion.

The Benefits

- Saved 60% of development time
- Timely support
- Variety of controls